The generation of efficient code for Prolog programs requires sophisticated code transformation and optimization systems. Much of the recent work in this area has focussed on high level transformations, typically at the source level. Unfortunately, such high level transformations suffer from the deficiency of being unable to address low level implementational details. This paper presents a simple code improvement scheme that can be used for a variety of low level optimizations. Applications of this scheme are illustrated using low level optimizations that reduce tag manipulation, dereferencing, trail testing, environment allocation, and redundant bounds checks. The transformation scheme serves as a unified framework for reasoning about a variety of low level optimizations that have, to date, been dealt with in a more or less ad hoc manner. † A preliminary version of this paper appeared in
Introduction
The generation of efficient code for Prolog programs requires sophisticated code transformation and optimization systems. Most of the recent work in this area has concentrated on high level transformations, typically at the source level [12, 19, 21, 22] . Such high level transformations have the advantage of being relatively simple to formulate and prove correct. However, they suffer from the deficiency that low make code elimination possible; finally, the actual optimization is achieved by code elimination. In general, therefore, the code introduction set and code elimination set of an optimization are different. As with code introduction, it is usually the case that only a few instruction sequences need be considered for any particular optimization.
Code Replacement
This is specified by a set of triples 〈S 1 , S 2 , P〉 called the code replacement set, where S 1 and S 2 are sequences of instructions or instruction schemas, and P is a condition. If 〈S 1 , S 2 , P〉 is in the code replacement set of an optimization, then at any point in a basic block where the instruction sequence S 1 is encountered and P is satisfied, S 1 can be replaced by S 2 . The following points are worth mentioning in this context:
(1) The Code Introduction and Code Elimination transformations can be seen as special cases of Code Replacement: in the former, the code replacement set is of the form 〈ε, S, P〉, where ε denotes the empty sequence, while in the latter the code replacement set is of the form 〈S, ε, P〉. Strictly speaking, therefore, a single optimization-specific local transformation − namely, Code Replacement − suffices for our purposes. However, Code Introduction and Code Elimination play very specific roles in our transformation scheme, and also make the transformations easier to understand conceptually, so we present them separately as distinct transformations even though this is technically not necessary. where a1@ denotes an indirect reference through a1. If both r1 and r2 are dead at the end of this sequence, then this instruction sequence can be replaced by the single instruction a1@ := a1@ + a2@.
Auxiliary Transformations
There may be situations where the code hoisting transformation described earlier cannot be carried out because of the structure of the flow graph. It may also happen that hoisting is possible, but practically undesirable, e.g. because it introduces code into a loop, as illustrated in Figure 3 . In these cases, it is sometimes possible to transform the flow graph in a manner that makes it possible for the transformations described earlier to be applied. We consider two such transformations here: node splitting and edge splitting. These transformations are applicable to all flow graphs, and always preserve program behavior.
Node Splitting
Let B be a basic block in a (augmented) flow graph G, and let the predecessors and successors of B be denoted by preds(B) and succs(B) respectively. A k-way splitting of the node B, k > 0, is carried out as follows: let {preds 1 (B), . . ., preds k (B)} and {succs 1 (B), . . ., succs k (B)} be partitionings of the sets preds(B) and succs(B) respectively, each containing k elements, such that none of the elements preds i (B) or succs i (B) is empty. The node B in G is then replaced by k copies B 1 , . . ., B k of B, such that the prede- 
Edge Splitting
Let B 1 and B 2 be two basic blocks in a flow graph G, such that there is a success edge e from B 1 to B 2 .
Edge splitting refers to splitting e by inserting an empty basic block B, i.e., one containing no instructions, between B 1 and B 2 . In other words, a new node B − consisting of an empty basic block − is introduced into the flow graph, and the edge e from B 1 to B 2 is replaced by an edge from B 1 to B and one from B to B 2 .
This transformation offers another solution to the situation illustrated in Figure 3 : the edge from the basic block in the loop to the block containing the instruction sequences S and I2 can be split using an empty block B. If the instruction sequence S is now hoisted, it is introduced into B but not into the loop.
Applications to Code Optimization
This section describes a number of applications of the transformation scheme to low level code optimization. The essential idea, in each case, is to repeatedly perform code hoisting and code elimination; to FIGURE 3 make hoisting possible, code replacement and code introduction are carried out where necessary.
Tag Manipulation Reduction
Objects that are passed around in Prolog implementations are typically associated with bit patterns, called tags, that indicate their types. Runtime operations often follow the pattern: (i) examine the tag bits of the operands to ensure that they are of the appropriate type(s); (ii) untag each operand; (iii) perform the operation; and (iv) tag the result. While one or more of these steps can be omitted for some operations by careful choice of the tagging scheme, some tag manipulation is necessary in general, and can, in many cases, lead to redundant tagging/untagging and type checking that can incur a significant penalty. As an example, consider the following program to sum the values in a list:
Consider a sequence of activations of the recursive clause in a call to sumlist/3: first, the expression 'K + H' is evaluated: this involves checking that the variables H and K are instantiated to numbers, untagging each of them, adding them together, then tagging the result and unifying the tagged result with the variable K1. Immediately after this, in the next recursive call, however, the tagged sum from the previous step is again checked for numberhood and untagged, after which it participates in an addition, and the result is again tagged. This is repeated at each invocation of the recursive call. Clearly, this is wasteful: instead, the second argument to sumlist/3 can be untagged once, at the point of entry, and carried around the loop untagged. (To simplify the discussion, we are assuming that the only numeric objects are integers. These ideas can be extended to deal with floating point values by having two copies of the code, one optimized for the (expected) case of integers, the other representing the ''general case''.) Actually, some care is necessary if untagged objects are to be passed around. In the example above, notice that when the recursion terminates, the second and third arguments of sumlist/3 are unified. Since unification generally needs to know the types of its operands, it is necessary to restore the tag on the second argument of sumlist/3 before this unification is carried out. In general, other operations, such as indexing, may also require tagged operands. The compiler therefore has to ensure that, while untagged objects are passed around and manipulated wherever possible, tags are correctly restored where necessary.
Moreover, garbage collection and debugging in the presence of untagged objects require additional support in order to correctly identify untagged objects [5] .
Two instructions are assumed for explicit tag manipulation. The instruction "untag u, t" checks that the object u has the tag t: if so, it removes the tag, converting u to its untagged form; otherwise, it fails.
The instruction "tag u, t" adds the tag t to the object u, i.e. converts u to its t-tagged form. The transformation is defined by the following:
Code Introduction: Suppose it is known, at a program point, that an object u is of type t (this information must be obtained separately, e.g. via dataflow analysis), then the instruction sequence compute fact(n) − five dereferences each time around the loop, and an additional 3 dereferences when the recursion terminates − while the optimized code requires only 3 dereferences altogether.
Redundant Trail Test Reduction
When a variable gets a binding during unification, it is generally necessary to determine whether or not it should be ''trailed'', i.e., have its address logged so that the binding may be undone on backtracking. A variable getting a binding (which may be either another variable, or a non-variable term) must be trailed if it is older than the most recent choice point. It is often the case, however, that trail tests at some program points are redundant, in the sense that the variable being tested is guaranteed to be younger (or guaranteed to be older) than the most recent choice point when execution reaches that point. This section describes the application of our code improvement scheme to the detection and elimination of some of the redundant trail tests that may occur in a program.
As an example of redundant trail testing, consider the following predicate, which removes duplicate elements from a list:
rem_dups([H|L1], L2) :− (member(H, L1) −> L2 = L3 ; L2 = [H|L3]), rem_dups(L1, L3).
Assume that it is known that rem_dups/2 is always invoked with its first argument bound and the second argument free. Many implementations of Prolog will recognize that, in the unification 'L2 = L3' in the body of the recursive clause for rem_dups/2, L3 is a new variable that is necessarily younger than the most recent choice point, so that no trail test is necessary here; however, most current Prolog implementations will test whether L2 needs to be trailed at the unification 'L2 = [H|L3]'. However, it is not difficult to see that no choice point is created during head unification in rem_dups/2, and any choice points that may have been created by the call to member/2 are discarded immediately upon return by the −> operator. Thus, the most recent choice point when execution reaches the unifications 'L2 = L3' and 'L2 = [H|L3]' is always the same as that at the entry to rem_dups/2, irrespective of the number of iterations the predicate has performed. It follows from this that it suffices to trail L2 at most once, at the entry to the predicate, rather than once at each iteration in which the call to member/2 fails.
The instructions assumed to implement the cut and −> constructs of Prolog are "save_cp u" and "cut_to u": "save_cp u" stores a pointer to the most recent choice point in u (which may be a variable or a register), while "cut_to u" sets the most recent choice point to be that pointed at by u. Schemes similar to this are used to implement cut in many Prolog implementations, e.g. see [3] . Note that for any instruction sequence I that does not define u, the most recent choice point after the execution of the instruction sequence save_cp u I cut_to u is the same as that immediately before the execution of this sequence, irrespective of whether I succeeds or fails. The instruction "trail u" is used to make trail tests explicit: the instruction tests whether u dereferences to a variable that is older than the most recent choice point, and if so, pushes a pointer to this variable on the trail. Finally, the assertion no_trail(u) is true at a given program point if and only if it is not necessary to dereference and trail u if a binding is created for u at that point, i.e., if and only if either (i) u is guaranteed to be younger than the most recent choice point, or (ii) the location that u dereferences to is guaranteed to have been trailed since the most recent choice point was created. The following rules of inference guide the manipulation of no_trail(...) assertions: NT1: no_trail(u) is true at the point immediately after an instruction "trail u". The justification for this is that u has already been trailed at this point, if necessary, so there is no need to trail it again right away.
NT2: Let "u := newvar(...)" be any instruction that binds u to a new variable (e.g., the put_variable instruction in the WAM), then no_trail(u) is true at the point immediately after such an instruction.
The justification for this is that the variable that u is bound to immediately after such an instruction is guaranteed to be younger than the most recent choice point.
NT3: Let v be a variable that is guaranteed to be younger than the most recent choice point, and let no_trail(u) be true immediately before an instruction "v := u", then no_trail(v) is true immediately after this instruction. The justification for this is that immediately after this instruction is executed, v dereferences to the same location that u dereferences to. If u does not need to be trailed at that point, then the only possible reason for trailing v would be to reset, on backtracking, the binding created by this instruction. But since v is guaranteed to be younger than the most recent choice point, it is not necessary to explicitly reset its binding on backtracking. It follows that v does not need to be trailed at the point immediately after this instruction.
Let no_trail(u) be true immediately before an instruction "r := u", where r is a register, then no_trail(r) is true immediately after this instruction. The justification for this is similar to that above, under the assumption that the contents of a general purpose register are not, in general, restored on backtracking (unless, of course, it was saved in a choice point, which is not what we are considering here). N1 is N−1, ground_args(N1, X) ).
However, a closer examination indicates that arg/3 performs many more operations than are involved in indexed access to a structure in a conventional language, and hence is significantly more expensive: executing the goal arg(N, T, X) involves the following operations:
(1) check the tag of T to ensure that it is bound to a constant or structure;
(2) check the tag of N to ensure that is bound to an integer; Many of these computations become redundant when successive arguments of a term are accessed in a loop, as in the ground_args/2 example above. In this case, for example, operations (1) and (4) above are loop invariant computations, and can be moved out of the loop; and operation (2) , and the tag manipulation implicit in operations (3) and (5), can be eliminated from the body of the loop using the transformation to reduce tag manipulation discussed earlier. However, this still leaves a significant amount of overhead in the task of accessing an argument of a term. This section considers how part of this overhead, namely part or all of the bounds checks, can be eliminated. In the ground_args/2 predicate above, for obtained, it is usually the case that the code introduction and hoisting transformations follow specific patterns that are easy to identify. Such patterns may be taken advantage of to realize more efficient implementations of these optimization algorithms. However, it is difficult to specify a general algorithm for applying such transformations, because a great deal depends on specific features of Code Introduction and Code Elimination, which vary from one optimization to the next.
The transformations discussed perform code introduction and hoisting in the hopes of eventually realizing a code elimination step. One simple way to guide the transformation, therefore, is to ensure that code elimination will be possible before applying the transformation. This can be done using reaching definitions: a definition d of a variable x is said to reach an instruction s if there is an execution path from d to s along which x is not redefined. Sets of reaching definitions can be obtained using classical dataflow analysis techniques [1]. Once these have been computed, a program point that is being considered for the introduction or hoisting of a sequence of instructions is tested to see whether the set of definitions that reach that point suggest that code elimination will eventually be possible. The transformations are carried out only if this is found to be the case. For example, in tag manipulation reduction, the flow graph is first tested to see if a "tag u t" instruction can reach an "untag u t" instruction along the back edge of a loop: if
there is no such reaching definition, the transformation is not considered further at that point.
Another important consideration is the code introduction step, which opens up avenues for code hoisting and the eventual code elimination. This must be performed with some care in order to avoid slowing down the program by introducing code inside loops. Node splitting and edge splitting can be used to allow hoisting to be performed without introducing code inside loops. Since the sole purpose of code introduction is to allow code hoisting to be carried out, it is necessary to define which basic blocks need to be taken into account when considering code hoisting from a block B. This is given by the siblings of B, defined as follows:
Definition: Given a basic block B, a basic block Q is a sibling of B if (i) there is a basic block P that is a predecessor of both B and Q; or (ii) there is a basic block R such that Q is a sibling of R and R is a sibling of B. ♦ 
It is not difficult to see that if the block
where freq(B) is the expected frequency of execution of a basic block B. In general, of course, the estimation of execution frequencies is difficult. However, code of good quality can usually be generated by assuming ''reasonable'' values for the number of times the body of a loop is executed, e.g. assuming that each loop is executed five or ten times on the average (experience with compilers for traditional languages suggests that this works quite well in practice, e.g. see [20] ).
Based on such a strategy for estimating the execution frequency of a loop, one may use the following general approach towards applying these transformations:
(1) Identify the target instructions I to be eliminated, with priority given to instructions within innermost loops. 
′
. Let this distance be n, then n hoisting steps may be necessary before code elimination can be carried out.
(4) Apply code hoisting and code replacement upto n times, checking at each hoisting step to ensure that the estimated cost of the flow graph, based on estimates for the execution frequencies of loops, is not increased (modulo any code elimination that may become applicable). If it appears that a hoisting step will increase the cost of the program, this must be because code is being hoisted from a block with a lower execution frequency into one with a higher execution frequency, i.e. from the outside to the inside of a loop. In such cases, it is possible to either prevent the hoisting of code into the loop by applying node splitting or edge splitting, as illustrated in the Environment Reuse optimization of Section 4.4.2, or to abort the transformation entirely.
(5) Carry out code elimination.
In general, it may be possible to determine whether a particular sequence of hoisting steps can be carried out without introducing code into loops by ''calculating ahead'', without actually carrying out the transformations. This can improve the efficiency of the transformations. Moreover, there may be more than one instruction sequence I targeted for elimination, and in general the transformations for these may be carried out together. However, it should be noted that in some cases, carrying out the transformations for different optimizations at the same time may result in a failure to eliminate some instructions, even though they would have been eliminated if the optimizations had been carried out one after the other in the appropriate order. The reason for this is that, as illustrated by the examples of Section 4, the Code Replacement transformations are often subject to conditions that specify that a register or variable not be used or defined within some instruction sequence. It may happen, depending on the particular optimizations being considered, that if they were carried out in sequence, then code elimination from preceding optimizations would delete certain uses or definitions of a variable or register, allowing a subsequent optimization to proceed, but that this does not happen if the optimizations are carried out ''concurrently''.
Note that this also implies that the applicability of an optimization on a given program may depend on what other optimizations have already been applied.
Experimental Results
Experiments were run on SB-Prolog on a Vax-8650 to gauge the efficacy of the transformations discussed for reducing redundant tag manipulation, dereferencing, trail testing, and bounds checking. We caution the reader that the numbers reported pertain, necessarily, to one implementation on one machine (in particular, the overhead of byte code interpretation in SB-Prolog may distort some of the speedup figures):
speedups from such optimizations may be different on other implementations on other machines.
Nevertheless, it is our opinion that these numbers may serve at least as a ''plausibility test'' for the optimizations discussed earlier.
When testing the improvements resulting from tag manipulation reduction, we deliberately chose a set of programs that performed a great deal of integer tag manipulation: our objective was to see what sort of performance improvements might be obtained under favorable circumstances. The only objects considered for tag stripping in our experiments were integers, and the additional instructions introduced to deal with untagged operands were those for arithmetic and relational operators. The programs tested were the following: factorial, a tail recursive factorial program; tr_fib, a tail recursive program to compute fibonacci numbers; fibonacci, a linear recursive (but not tail recursive) program to compute fibonacci numbers; nth_element, a program to extract a specified element of a list (in our experiment, the last element of a list of 50 elements); and fourqueens. As the figures in Table 1 indicate, the performance improvements range from 8% to 48%, which is quite encouraging. This suggests that even better performance gains are possible, by also considering objects other than integers and compiling to native code. It should be noted, on the other hand, that machines with hardware tag support may incur far less overhead for operations on tagged objects, with correspondingly smaller improvements resulting from this optimization [25] .
The programs used to test improvements resulting from the reduction of redundant dereferencing were factorial, tr_fib, nth_element and fibonacci. The speed improvements in this case, which are given in Table 2 , ranged from 3% to 6%.
The test improvements from trail test reduction, the programs used were the factorial, tr_fib, and fibonacci programs from dereference removal testing, together with rem_dups, a program that removes all duplicates from a list of length 50, and nrev, the naive reverse program. The speed improvements, given in Table 3 , range from 0 in the case of fibonacci (where there is exactly one trail test, at the very end of the loop, so that there is no net reduction in the number of trail tests due to this optimization) to 5.5% for
tr_fib.
The programs used to test improvements resulting from the reduction of redundant bounds checks were the following: ground, a program to test whether a term is ground; subst, a program that, given decrease in the number of instructions executed [14] ). This is due at least in part to the overhead of byte code interpretation in SB-Prolog, and suboptimal use of hardware registers (compared to similar programs in Fortran or PL/I), which tend to swamp the improvements due to the elimination of redundant bounds checks; we expect better speedups from this optimization in systems that have smaller byte code interpretation overhead, or that compile to native code. Apart from the byte code interpretation overhead, the programs tested tend to do significant amounts of other operations, such as unification and procedure calls, which are absent in comparable programs in PL/I or Fortran: the overhead incurred in these operations also dilute the speedups measured from this optimization.
Finally, we tested the combined effects of three optimizations − reduction of redundant tag manipulation, environment allocation and bounds checks. The results are given in Table 5 .
Conclusions
Most of the research to date on improving the efficiency of Prolog programs has focussed on high-level transformations. However, these have the shortcoming that they cannot express implementation level details, and hence cannot address low level optimizations. This paper describes a simple code improvement scheme that can be used to specify and reason about a variety of low level optimizations. Because the optimization-specific transformations typically involve only local reasoning, they are relatively easy to implement and verify. Applications illustrated include the reduction of reduntant tag manipulation operations, dereferencing, trail testing, environment allocation, and bounds checking. 
